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ABSTRACT

zambia's economy has been in decline since the mid

1970s. The economic crisís was the resuft oÊ both externaL

shocks and internaL policy deficiencies. However, the
decline of t.he copper industry played an important role
because Zambiars economy is highly dependent on copper for
it's foreign exchange earnings, fiscal revenue and

conbribution to GDp. When copper performance deteriorated,
it put the economy under great strain.

Government attempt.s to embark on economic recovery and

diversification away from copper, were frustrated by lack of
finance, By the early I9B0s Zambia was considered unable

to service the debt it had incurred in efforts to stabiLise
the economy. This further heightened the financing
problem. The only source availabte was the fnternational
Monetary Fund which required Zambia to foLlow certain policy
conditions in exchange for credits.

The foreign exchange auction in zambia was introduced as

one of the International Monetary Fund,s stabíIization
poJ-icy measures. The purpose of this study was an attempt
to evaluate the performance of the auction in terms of
achieving it's objectives and analyze it's impact on the
economy. This was carried out with the use of singJ.e

equatíon Ieast squares models.



The results of the study sho$¡ that bhe auction
\dasunderf unded and was not supported by an adequate
cornplimentary policy rnix. The country was not ready for an

auction in terms of government commitment, funding and

institutional support and the bidder's nere inexperienced.
The auction increased the rate of inflation to unsustainabte
IeveIs. Ho\,rever, it al,so led to a less unstable effective
exchange rate relative to other exchange rate policies. The

study concluded that although the auction had sound

objecbives, it r,¡a s not appropriate for Zambia at that time.

11
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CEAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Zambia is currently in the grip of economic and social
crisis, whose origins can be traced to both internal and

externâI factors. At independence in 1964, Zambia inherited
an economy that was solel-y dependent on the mining industry
with copper as the main rnineral wealth.

For many years Zambia has depended on copper for foreign
exchange earnings and government revenue. In the Iate
1960's and early I970's copper exports earned over 95

percent of total foreign exchange and about 45 percent of
government revenues. In addition, the mining industry was

al"so the l-argest employer (cRZ 1975-1984r Mwananshiku I9g6

p33-36,Ncube,Sakala, Ndulo I9g7 ) .

During the first ten yeârs following independence, the

country's balance of pay¡nents was determined by the
fluctuations in the price of copper. Deficits were accepted

as Lhe inevitable consequences of periodic fl-uctuations in
the price of copper, which were financed by running down the

countryr s international reserves.

The decl-ine in copper prices during the mid 1970's



marked the beginning of

I97 4-1984, copper pr ices

country's êconotn! I so

along wi th the shortages

Lhe faLl Ín the price of

2

Zanbia's economic crisis. During

showed no signs of recovery and the

dependent on impor ts, contracted

of foreign exchange that came with
coppe r .

The government responded by imposing strict control over

foreign exchange allocat.ion, as a \ray of rationing imports

and credit allocation. These government controls were

detrimental to an economy that was trying to adjust, leading

to mis-al,Iocation of resources and over valued exchange

rates,

Zambia borrowed heavily in anticipation of a recovery in
the copper prices that would ease the foreign exchange

constraint. As the crisis continued, the government

conLinued to borrow. During the same period, the unfavorable

terms of trade were compounded by externaL shocks such as,

high oiI prices, recession in the industrial-ised countries,
and the steep increase in interest rates,

When the crisis first hit the country, it was perceived

as temporary, and hence, the governmenE adopted temporary

measures like borroç¡ing from outside. By the end of the

1970's the government real-ised that the problem teas not

temporary. At Lha! time the bafance of payments problems
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had worsened, the budget. deficits were large and the economy

e¡as on the verge of collapse.

By I984 the government had taken some tentative steps

towards policy reforms with the aim of diversifying the

economy away from the mining índustry. The reforms included
economic pricing, price decontrol and increasing producer

prices for farmers. This policy package was not properly
implemented and the country was feft with a serious external-

debt problem since copper exports and prices performed

poor 1y.

To deal with its economic problems, especially the
balance of payments deficits, Zambia tu r ned to the
International Monetary Fund ( IMF) for assistance. The

earfiest dealings \.¿ith the IMF were in 1973 during the oit
shock, at which time the country's problens were perceived

as tempora ry.

Since 1976, ho\,rever, as Zambia's balance of payments has

continued to deteriorate, the government has had to resort
to IMF assistance almost without a break. This ultimately,
fed to the introduction of the foreign exchange auction,
The market driven auction aimed at stabiJ.ising the exchange

rate, improving the efficient alLocation of resources, and

prornoting the production of exports goods both in vol_ume and



diversity.

Since independence Zambia has tried different types of
foreign exchange arrangements. At independence, the zambian

currency was pegged to the British pound and r,jas direc!ly
convertible at par while the kwacha's parity v¡ith other
currencies was derived fron the pound sterLing's parity erith

other currencies. During this period Zambia's economy was

relatively sound, driven by good copper prices and favorable
terms of trade in general. The foreign exchange system was

not subject bo control- regulations except on outward
transfers of capital (Nkhoma I9Bg, IMF annual report 1975),

The early 1970's marked the end of the Bretton Woods

fixed exchange arrangements and industrialised countries
adopted floating exchange rate regimes. The ftoating of
major currencies contributed bo the instability of the
kwachars effective exchange rate. The breakup of the
Bretton Woods, falling copper prices, rising oit prices,
inflation and domestic poticy errors put the Zambian economy

under great strain.

The Zambian economy is very import-dependent, and

foreign exchange is an important input in the country's
economic development. Industry and agriculture require a

large J-nput of imported râw material-s to operate. This
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makes the alfocation of foreign exchange and, as we shaII
see, the determination of, exchange rate policy extremely
impor t.ant i ss ues

PTJRPOSE OF TEE STUDY

Based on the aforementioned reâsons, the study attempts to
identify and evaluate the factors that facilitated and/or

impeded the achievement of a stable exchange rate for the
zambian kwacha during the foreign exchange auction period,
Therefore, the primary objective of this study is to analyze
the impact of the foreign exchange auction ín Zambia in
terms of stabilising Lhe exchange rate and the econony as a

whole.

The major questions that need to be addressed in this
regard are as follows,

1. Was the foreign exchange auction appropriate for Zambia?

2. Did the auction lead to diversification of exports?

3. l^?a s the auction market determined?

4. Did the auction stabilise the nominaf exchange rate and

the nominal effective exchange rate?

5. What was the effect of the exchange rate on domestic

inflation?
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6. What can we learn from the zambian experience in terms of
formulation of exchange rate policies

The primary objective is pursued through the achievement of
the f ol l-owi ng specific objectives.

l-. De te rmi n ing the behavioral relat ionship for the
availability of foreign exchange in the Zambian auction

2. Determining the exchange rate that equilíbrate the
supply and demand for foreign exchange

3. Simulating the equilibrium foreign exchange market

condition, to determine the deviations of the estimated Êron

the actual exchange rates.

4, Assessing the responsiveness of the foreign exchange

market to market forces.

5. Evaluating the impact of the foreign exchange auction
system on domestic inflation and on exports,



gYPOTtrF:SIS

This thesis wilI test the fotlovring hypothesest

1.The auction was designed to be market orient.ed so that it
would lead to a stabl-e exchange rate that reÊIecbed the real
value of the kwachâ, thus permitting an efficient allocation
of resources. It is hypothesised that the exchange rate
stabilised durÍng the auct ion .

2.4 stable exchange rate leads to a stable nominal effective
exchange rate. It is, therefore, hypothesised that the

stability in the exchange rate, during the auction,
stabil"ised the noninal effective exchange rate.

3. The auction was supposed to be market driven, free from

government intervention. The exchange rate eras, therefore,
supposed to be responsive Lo the laws of supply and demand.

It ís hypothesised that the exchange rate was uníformly
driven by market forces, and reas not subjecE to state
intervention.

4.The auction was meant to promote exports in terms of
volume and diversity of export goods. tt is hypothesised

that the auction had a significant effect on exports in
terms of diversity,
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5. It is also hypothesised that the auction helped raise the
rate of domes t i c ínflation, g iven Zambia ' s imporL
dependence,

I¡TETEODOLOGY

This thesis is a study of the workings of the Zambian

foreign exchange auction over a period of almost trro years
covering 74 weekÌy auct ions .

Hypotheses I,3 and 5, will be tested with the use of the
ordinary least squares meLhod. This method is preferred
because supply of the aucbion funds is assumed to be

exogenous, and only a singLe equation model is required.

The data is from the following sources. Economic

Association of Zambia papers I IÀlF s taff papers and
publications, Zambia central statistics office, Bank of
Zambia annual reports and World Bank reports.

OUTIJINE OF STUDY

The study is organised as foLloqrst

Chapter one is an introductory chapter to the thesis whÌIe
Chapter two of the thesis anal-yses the economic crisis in
Zambia since independence in 1964. This includes the rise
and decl-ine of the zambian nining industry and ít's effect
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on the economy. The importance of copper l,ras such that the

economy revolved around the performance of the mining
sector. The fluctuations in the Zambian economy r,¡ere

determined by the price and demand for copper on the London

metal- exchange.

Chapter 3 analyses the fnternational Monetary Fund (IMF)

and it's involvement in Zambia. This incl-udes Zambia's

fírst dealings with the IMF, Zambia's debt to the IMF and

other institutíons and Zambia's policy and perforrnance

criteria under the IM[' stabilization policies.

Chapter 4 is on the foreign exchange auction and it's
effect on the effective exchange rate. This includes the

auction guidelines , operaLion and experience.

Chapter 5 is bhe econometric analysis of the auction and

it.'s effect on effective exchange rate, demand for and

supply of the foreign exchange and the auction's impact on

the domestic inflation and the economy.

Chapter 6 conLains the conclusion and policy implications
of this study.
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CEÀPTER TWO

TEE ECONOT¡iIC CRISIS rN ZAÀ{BIA

On independence in L964, Zambia inherited one of the
fastest growing economies in sub saharan africa. The mining

industry, with copper as it's main export, vras the dominant

economic activiLy contributing significant proportions of
real gross domestic product, government revenue and export
earnings.

Zambia has experienced a protonged econornic crisis since
the mid 1970's. The major indication being thât, while reaL

GDP has been increasing real per capita GDp has been falling
by almost 30 per cent over the past 15 years. ReaI income

growth has been persj-stently Low while in periods lgjT-79
and 198I-83 it was negative. Although national consumption

has increased, with a population growth of 3 per cent, real
consumption per capiLa has decLined by almost Ig per cent
since 1977. The rate of investment an important determinant
of long term growth has been reduced by over two thirds to
only 7 per cent of cDp in I98B(Loxley, 1989 young, I9BB,

WorId Bank, 1986 ) .

However, the root câuse of Zambia,s crisis can be traced
through the instabiJ.ity of the world demand and the real_

world price of copper since the 1970's. During most of the



ECONOMIC TND]CATORS

Table 2: I

r97 3

Real GDP (Kmitlion 1977) 1,857

Real GDP per capíta 404

Real consumpt ion (km 1977)

As A of cDP

ReaI consumption per capita

ReaI investment (km I977 )

As 3 GDP

Copper Price U.S

cents per Ib

Copper Production 000 tonnes

Trade balance 591

Source: Loxl-ey, 1989; Worl-d Bank,

reports,

1977 1980 1984 1988

1,986 I ,996 2,0L2 2,162

382 350 314 288

82 79 85

287 249 246

78

297

63998I 59

68]

2r4

660

343

523 425

262 427

I986; WorId Development



1960's and early 1970,s, copper prices were good and

export earnings from copper contribubed up to about 90

cent of foreign exchange (Ncube et a1 1988).

Between 1973 and l-984 copper earnings declined by almost

two thirds between I973 and 1984. During the same Copper

production has also fal1en steadily from 681,000 tons in
1973 to 523,00 in I984 as a result, total real earnings

have also fallen by about 73 per cent in l9g2 constant
pr i ces ,

During the early I970's copper earnings alone contributed
up to 96 per cent of total export earnings, 36 per cent of
GDP and 58 per cent of government revenue. Copper

contribution to cDp has fallen from an average of 42 per

cent in the late 1960's to an average of l4 per cent in
early I980's. Direct contribution to total fiscal revenue

declined from an average of 6l per cent in the ]ate 1960's

to 3 per cent in the early 1980's. Regardtess of the

decJ-ine, copper export earnings sLiIl account for an average

of 92 per cent in foreign exchange earnings. Apart from

that, the copper mining industry is Zanbia's highest
employer second only to the government. It emptoyed 16 per

cent of the formal sector labour force in the 1970;s in
relatively high paying jobs (L,ox]ey 19g9 Ncube et a1 t9B7).

I2

the

per
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As we11, the mid I970's shotred the beginning of

deteriorating terms of trade as import prices were rising
while export prices were falling. The effect has been a

deteriorahion in Zambiars net barte! terms of trade, by 75

per cent between 1970 and 1985,

Most of Zambia's industries were devel_oped during the

copper boom when t.here were no foreign exchange constraints;
this helps expfain why most economic activities are so

import dependent, The manufacturing sect.or is one of the

most deveÌoped sectors in Africa, accounting for over 25 per

cent of cDP. It too uses a lot of imported material; well
over 50 per cent and about B0 per cent Êor meLal processing
industries. The scarcity of foreign exchange in zambia has

led to a reduction in imports and resulted in a reduction in
capacity utilization of about one third. fn other words

these sectors are particularly vulnerable to f oreign
exchange constraints (WorId Bank t9B6 p.t3).

The government recognised the instability that the
economy was subject to as a result of this dependency and

introduced poticies designed to diversify bhe economy away

from copper. While this policy has been Zarnbia's biggest
chaLl-enge in aII the development plans, there has not been

any significant reduction in the economy,s dependence on

copper as most of. the diversifÍcation increases the
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Table 2 3 2

TERMS OF TR.ADE AND REAL TMPORTS

r970 r973 1975 1977 1980 1983 1984 198s

Net barter terms of

trade (1975=000) 227 n.a I00 n.a g2 64 n.a 59

Real impor t s

1980=100 161 134 I05 95 t00 67 58 61

source: WorId Bank: Worl-d Development reports, WorId Bank

1986.
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econony I s dependence on imports and copper for foreign
exchange earnings. Àfter four development plans between

1966 and L984, copper export earnings still contríbute up to
90 percent in foreígn exchange.

Since, the structure of the Zambian economy makes it
highly dependent on imported inputs for current production
and fixed capital investmenL, and in the absence of foreign
f i nanc i ng , the abi 1i ty of the economy to develop and

diversify with help of imported investibte goods depends

aLmost entirel-y on the production of copper and the
prevailing prices on the London metal exchange

(Chukwuma I98I ) .

!'oreígn exchange is a very important input in an import
dependent economy and lack of it can be a major constraint
on the leveL of economic activity and growth. With Foreign

exchange, raw materials or inputs of productive process can

be bought to substitute those that may not be localÌy
provided. In the recent crisis the volume of imports has

been reduced considerably from 161 in 1970 to only 6I in
1985. The country's dependence on copper makes the decline
in real earnings from copper very severe and the economy

very vulnerable.

The government's initial reaction to these developments
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$¡as to Íntroduce tenporary measures as this was perceived as

a temporary disturbance. The government imposed controls on

ímports and foreign exchange allocation. This suppressed

the economyrs adjustment to such external shocks as falling
copper prices, oi1 price increase internationâI inflation
and rising interest costs on foreign debt,

Despite the declining revenue base the government was

stiIl trying to maintain the old standards by trying t.o

maintain its services and employment, As a result
government expenditures were in most periods higher than

government revenue such that the budget deficit was rising.
Betvreen 1980 and 1982, budget deficits rose to lg per cent

of GDP. Reaf government spending on recurrent items, Iess
interest payments and subsidies, v¡as about 20 per cent Lower

than 1975 despite the increase in population of about 60 per

cent since 1975. The real government spending on services
is about a half what it was in Ig7S, whil-e capitat
expenditures in reaÌ terms have fall-en by 70 per cent. On

the whole the budget as a proportion of cDp has

deteriorâted, in most years expenditures have been greater
than revenues such that deficits have been Iarge and

persistent 1l,ox1ey, I989 young, Iggg), Rising real 1evels

of government expenditures in the I9g0rs, were not afvrays

matched by an increased revenue base, as a consequence, Lhe

governmen! relied mostly on deficit financing.
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Table 2:3

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE I975 - 1988 (MiItions of kwacha)

L975 L917 1980 1982 1984 1986 1987 1988

Total

Revenue 476 539 809 n.a lt6t 3OZ2 427I n,a
Total

expenditure 855 82I L302 n.a 1621 6334 5537 n.a
Budget

deficit 379 2gI 494 n.a 460 3312 1166 n.a
Debt servicing

burden

? Exports 31.9 47.6 45.6 39.7 n.a 20,6

Change in Ar rears t
Debt rescheduling gm 43 477 364 439 n.a 646

Source: LoxIey, 1989t World Bank, l-996; IMF, l9gg.
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Fiscal deficits have varied in the range of 7 to 30 per cent

of GDP since 1980. These deficits have contributed to
inflationary pressure v¡hich has been rising and which

reached wefl over 40 per cent per annum in I9g7.

(Young I 1981 Ncube et a] t988).

By early 1980, the constraints on Zambia's external
resources were severe. The government could not keep up

v¡ith debt servicing. Debt servicing as a percentage of GDp

was reduced to only 2I per cent of exports by fggg from 4g

per cent in 1982. Debt servicing arrears started piting up,

increasing by 93 per cent during the period I97g-80 and

1988. By I986, Zambia's debt had risen to unsustainable
IeveLs. Between t980 and t9B4 zambia,s publicly guaranteed

medium and long term debt rose about Z5 per cent while
accumul-ated arrears amounted to SDRS 226 million (young,

1988 WorId Bank, I986).

By 1980 com¡nercial debt was very difficult to obtain as

private lenders became more cautious. The only oLher

sources nere through rescheduling, some official debt
relief and the IMF with high conditionality 1eve]s. Between

1980 to I984 new external loans had been reduced by 60

percent while muLtiLaLeral lending fe1I by 3,4 percent
over the same period, bilateral lending fell- 59 percent and

private credits 85 percent (young R. t9g8 p 14).
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Zambia's debt had increased to USg 5709 million by the

end of 1986. This is one of the highest debt loads relative
to GDP in Africa. fnterest payments alone were estimated at
US$339 million which is about 35 per cent of totâl exports.
Prefer red creditors account for 32 per cent of Lotal
outstanding debt. Debt o\red to multilaLeral institutions
excluding the IMF accounts for I7 percent of outstanding
total debt, or about U.Sg 956 mil-Iion, r,¡ith WorId Bank, rDA

and other institutions being owed USg 460, 191 and 305

million respect iveLy,

The IMF is Zambia's major creditor with USgg56 million
owing at the end of 1986, which is 15 percent of tobal debt.
In the same period net payments to IMF e¡ere approxirnately

US$220 ¡nillion in principal payments, and U.S$ 42,5 milLion
in interest payments.

Bilateral credilors hold 40 percent of Zambia's debt and

most of this debt is extended on concessional but not
generous terms, The grant element accounts for 35 percent

of the outstanding biJ.ateral credit, and Z0 per cent of
bilateral debt is or.¡ed to the Devetopment Assistance
Conunittee count r i es (young 1987),

Total private debt accoun t s

but accounts for 37 per cen!

28 per cent of total debt

to !a l- interest payments.

for

of
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Bilateral debt accounts for 31 per cent of interest payments

and multilateral debt accounts for Ig per cent. The IMF

al-one account.s for 14 per cent of total interest payments

which is quite a big burden. Interest payments have

increased tremendously. In 1987, they accounted for 50 per

cent of totaf recurrent government spending and they are the

root cause of rnost of the reduction in reaf spending on

services.

Since l-983 fundamental reforms have been introduced as

the government embarked on economic recovery. The reforms

were meant to improve the government econonic management and

policy formulation and implementation. The reforms included
policies such as decontrol of prices of conunodities as reell

as of foreign exchange and interest rates and ímprovements

in i ncent i ves to i nc rease product ion and encourage
diversification. The reforms were aimed at correcting
domestic policy er rors, which, it has been argued,
contributed to zambia's economic crisis.

For instance, during most of the period since
independence the government maintained over valued exchange

râtes. In spite of unfavorabLe terms of trade, the real
effective exchange rate rose by 30 per cent betleen l9g0-
1982, The value of the kwacha was never adjusted to reflect
falling copper prices. This kind of foreign exchange
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andpolicy undermined the drive for export diversification
encouraged misuse of imports.

The government's mechanism used to allocate credit and

foreign exchange was based on non market criteria. There

was increasing use of administrative controfs in resource

allocation, âssessment of viable projects and rationing of
foreign exchange amongst competing needs and cLaims by both
public and private sectors. This kind of policy led to ¡nis

allocation of resources.

The government's reaction to thê country's economic

decl"ine was deficit financing to maintain consumption and

invesbmenL levels rather Lhan adjusting to the shocks. To

finance the deficits, the government. borrowed from within
the cÕuntry as well as outside. Therefore, Zambia's

economic crisis coincide with gror.ring external debt and

rising budget deficits. As the government became less
credit worthy to private lenders, it turned more to the IMF

borrowing under very tough conditions. It has been argued

that Zambia had no alternative to structural- adjustment. If
the government nas to embark on economic recovery, there was

need for financial support which at that time coul_d co¡ne

only from the IMF.

To get funding from the IMF the country has to conforrn to
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structural adjustment policies, designed by the IMF. The

continuity of the flow of funds depends on the country's
ability to impfement the IMF policies. IMF agreements

demanded fundamental reforms in economic management and

policies. These reforms have included decontrol of prices
over a wide range of commodities including the foreign
exchange rate, The decontrol_ of foreign exchange was

achieved by introducing a vreekly foreign exchange auction in
October 1985.
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CEÀPTER TEREE

ZAIIIBIA ÀND II¡iF PRoGRAT¡u{ES .

As the country's economic crisis became unbearable, any

attempt to achíeve economic recovery was almost impossible
without outside fundíng. Zambia's export earnings had been

reduced drastically and copper production was not promising;
the cost of production has been rising ând experts say the
copper ore will not last very long. On the other hand, with
increases in ârrears, the government's credit worthiness was

not good enough to attract foreign and private finance. The

only avenue teft and avail-abIe iras the International-
Monetary Fund(IMF) .

Zambia became a member of the IMF in 1965 but it was not
until I973 that the government made use of the IMF

facilitíes, In alf, Zambia has had seven agreements with
I¡'lF, Apart from the three year extended facility signed in
1980, most of the agreements were one to two year standby

arrangements. While the first three arrangements were

carried to full term, the last four were either cancell-ed,
suspended or interrupted depending on the nature of the
relationship betr,reen the Zarnbian government and the IMF at
that time, Since the 1980's, Zambia's relationship with
the IMF has been very unpredictable and some times hostile.
Government association with the IMF has always caused
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polítical controversy.

In I973 zambia received t9 million special dra\,ring rights
(SDR) from the IMF under very low conditionality. This \,ias

based on the assunption that the balance of payments

problems were temporâry. The arrangement coincided with the
first oil shock e¡hen oi1 imports drained most of the foreign
exchange, compounded by falling copper prices that led to a

reduct ion in foreign exchange earnings, ínternational
reserves and government revenues.

The program concentrated on stabilization through fiscal
and demand restraint by restricting government spending,

increasing tax revenues, imposing a public sector wage

ceiling and limiting government borrowing from banks.
Private sector credit was indexed in order to stimulate
investment. In this arrangement r there were no measures for
improving external earnings (Ncube, Sakala Ndulo fggZ).

In I97 4 copper prices recovered briefly but Iater
declined in 1975. This led to a sharp increase ín the
budget defÍcits and deterioration in the terms of trade
which resulted in the government signing another agreement

with the IMF for the period Ig76-1977. In this agreement

Zambia obtained another 29 mill-ion SDR in Conpensatory

Finance Fac i 1i ty loans to help of fset the on-goin9
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deterioration j-n the terms of trade. However, this foan

came with conditions tougher than the ones in the first
arrangement.

The cont ent s of thi s a r rangemen t i ncluded demand

restraint measures through the removal of consumption
subsidies, a wage ceiling, and a reduction in government

recurrent and capital spending, A series of price
adjustment measures required a 25 per cent increase in the
producer price of maize, a 20 per cent deval-uation and an

increase in interest rates. The program also aimed at
reducing external payments arrears and Iiberaì.ising
cur rent account t ransact ions

(Ncube, Sakala and Ndulo 1987 ,young f9g7).

Implementing these policies was not easy due to the
high cost of t.he liberation wars in the southern African
regÍon and the continued deterioration of the terms of
trade as copper prices continued to plurnrnet. Therefore,
performance under this arrangement e¡as very poor. During
this period, real GDp felI nearly 5 percent in I977,
inflation doubled to 20 percent and overall balance of
payments deficits rose to SDR 243 mill-ion against the
projected level of 65 mil-lion.



TabIe 3 3l-

change )
Rea]- GDP

Consumer pr i ces
Domestic credit
Broad money

Government budget
Revenues and g rant s

Tota.l expendi tu r e
Currency âd j us tment
Nominal
Real effective ra te

Budget def icit
Domestic Bank Fi nanci ng

Foreign financing

Current Account Balance

OveralL Bafance of payment

Payments ar rears

L!4E Copper pr i ces

source: Roger young I9g7 ,

Perfornance Criteria: 1976-1977

1976 1977
Cr iteria out-turn out-turn

(Annual rates of
1.0 4.3 _4,3

10.15 18.9 19.616.9 26.9 30.0Ir.0 26.5 r2.r

0.9 -0.3 I0.8
-13.f 5.9 2.0

-20.0 -20.0
-2.8 3.3

(percent of cDp )8.5 I4.0 L2.73.1 r2.3 1r.3
3.8 l. 6 0.9

-9.6 -s.08 _9.0

(miIlions of SDRs )-65 -165 _243

70 203 393

(US cents per pound)
6s.0 63.6 59.4

Bank of zambia various issues.
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The price of copper was estimated at 65 cents US per

tonne, but it dropped to 59 cents US per tonne. Copper

output fell 6.5 per cent while total export earnings feLl t3
per cent. Payments arrears rose to 393 mitlion US from a

projected 70 million US. Domestic credit al-most doubled,

domestj-c bank financing increased to f2.3 per cent of GDp in
L976 and 11 per cent in 1977 from a target of 3.I. Foreign
financing dropped from the estimated 3.9 ho only 0.9 per

cent of GDP, while the budget deficit rose from projected
8.5 to L2.7 per cent. (table 3: I )

The major ¡nistake in this arrangement was that
projections were made without allowance for emergency

funding in case of an expected disturbance, for instance a

fal1 in copper prices or an increase in budget deficits to
finance the Iiberation war. In fact, foreign f j.nancing

decreased.

Real-ising the seriousness of the crisis, the Zambian

government and the IMF signed another agreement, involving a

two year standby facility for the I978 Lo 19g0 period, for
SDR 250 million, equivalent Lo 177 percent of quota. This
standby was also supported by SDR 70 million ín CCF and

Trust Fund financing. The agreement v¡as aimed at reducing
the inflation rate, reducing the balance of payments deficit
and promoting economic Arowth. In return Zambia devalued
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its currency by 20 percent. The government \,ra s atso
required to diversify the economy through agriculture by

adopting better policies such as increasing agriculture
producer prices. It also agreed t.o eliminat.e arrears on

f ore j-gn debt .

The policy package was more successfuL relative to the
previous ones. This success was due to reduction in copper

production costs and a slight increase in copper production
and prices. Copper productíon íncreased from 599,000 tonnes

to 650-680.000 tonnes, while copper prices turned out be

more than projected from 60 and ?0 cents US to 62 and 90

cents US in 1978 and 79 respectively. The balance of
paynents improved from -140m SDRS to I73 ¡nil-Iion SDRs.

Exports increased and the current account was in surplus in
I979, while external arrears were reduced to 350 miltion
SDRS, The inflation rate declined from I6-t8 percent in
1978 to 16.4 per cent and in 1929 fell to 9.7 per cent
(table 3:2).

However, the success story was short lived. In the early
1980's Zambia was hit by a drought which reduced the
agricultural sector's output leading to the need to import
food to supplement the shortage. During the same period
Zambia was severely affected by the second oil shock. As a

result of these disturbances, the governnent used up most of



Table 3:2

performance Criteria:1979-19g0

1978 1979
cr iteria out-run criteria out-run

Real GDP -2.0 - 3.0 3.9 \.0 - 2,0 _7.7
Consumer prices f6 - 18 16.4 10.0 9.68
Domestic credit L8.62 17 .4 9.8 9,3
Broad money 13.5 -8.5 2I .Z 30.2
covernment budget
Revenues and grants 1I.5
Terms of trade 8.0
Tota] expenditure -3.7
Currency adjustnent
Nominal -I0.0
ReaI eÊfective ra te

Budget deficit
Domestic Bank Fi nanci ng
Foreign financing
Current Account Bal_ance

(milIions of SDRs )r40 -207 - L73
397 495 422 350

(US cents per pound )60.0 6r.9 70. 0 89.5

Bank of Zambia various issues.

15.5
-r4.1
-8.4

-1.0 7.8
4.9 13.6

-1.4 49.5

-r0.0
-7.6 - -0.r(percent of cDp)

7.6 7.3 7,0 I3.7
4. 3 4.2 r.9 2,32.6 0.9 s.0 5.49.2 rO,t -2,0 r.4

Overall Bafance of payment
Payments arrears

Ll"lE Copper pr i ces

source: Roger Young 1987,
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its Êoreign exchange to import food and oil.

In the period 1980 to 1983 the government and the It4F

introduced â more comprehensive structural adjustment
prograrnme under the Extended Fund Facility involving SDR 800

million. Under this facility, the government had to reduce

ibs deficits by removing subsidies and reducing government

employrnent. This arrangement al-so involved restrictions on

foreign exchange allocation and government recurrent
spending, introduction of better pricing policies, and the
promotion of diversification and domestic production in
agriculture and primary commodity sectors. Some domestic
industries were protected by restricting importation of
certain commodities such as wheat and cooking oils
(Economist Intelligence Unit, 1995, p. I).

These objectives were not achieved due to the continuing
decline in copper prices, which were projected at 93 cents
U.S but dropped to 79 cent U.S, and also due to domestic
policy errors such as continuing expansion of do¡nestic

credit. Real GDp was lower than targeted in l9gl, domestic
credit increased signíficantJ.y from a I4.7 target Lo 46.7

per cent per annum. Government revenue dropped to 5.4 Losrer

than the projected 12.4 per cent per annum. The current
account balance was targeted to fall to 9.g of GDp but
turned out to be 16 per cent.



Table 3:3

Performance

ReaI GDP
Consumer pr i ces
Domestic credit
Broad money

Interest rates
Maximum lending ra tes
Nomi na1

covernment budget
Revenues and g rants
Total expenditure
Terns of t rade

Budget deficit
Domestic Bank Fi nanci ng
Foreign financing
Current Account Batance

LME Copper pr i ces

Criteria : 1"981-1983 Facil-ity't
I9 8I

criteria out-run
5.0 4,7

14 - 16 14.0
L4,7 46.7
l3.r 7,9

r2.0 L2,0
-2 to -4 -2.0

L2.4
-r2 .3
r4.0

7.r
4,1
2.0

-9. I

5.4
-2I .I
-r4.2

(percent of cDP )
14.0
5,4
8.1

r6.3

L982
Forecast

5.0,r_rn

12 .0
-2 to 0

]3.0
8.8

14

5.5
2.2
).,

-5.6
(miIlions of SDRS )Overal-l Balance of Payment -I52 -3Zl -35

Payment.s arrears 339 50I 2LI
(US cents per pound)

93.0 19 .0 lrs. o

* Since 198I-83 facility became inoperative after 1991 andcanc.ell-ed in Jul-y 1992, the IgBt data reflect targets
establ-ished at the beginning of the facitity.
sources Bank of Za¡nbia, Roger young 1gg7
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The overall balance of payments deficit increased to 327 and

payments arrears increased to 500 million SDRS. (tabLe 3:3)
The prog râm's poor per formance, and the governments
inability to clear arrears and budget deficits resufted in
disagreements between the government and the IMF leading to
the cancellation of the Extended Fund facil j.ties in JuIy
1982.

In I983-1984, Zanbia acquired a one year standby
arrangement involving SDR 21I miIIion. This was meant to
restore the financial stability of the economy after the
reduction in foreign exchange earnings due to faIì-ing copper
prices. The conditionatity included conventional reductions
in do¡nestic expenditures through a wage freeze on cÍviL
service and reduction in employment and more incenbives for
producers in both agriculture and manufacturing.

During this period the domestic currency was devaLued by

20 percent and detinked from the SDR in January and JuIy
1983 respectively (young, f9B8). F,oreign debt service due

in J-987 was rescheduled. Copper exports and prices
deteriorated, the price of copper was estimated at 76 cents
U.S but decreased to 72 cents U.S, (t.able 3:4). The standby
facility was later cancelled because the governmenb and the
IMF could not agree on the arrears and domestic budget

defici ts .



Table 3:4

ReaI GDP
Consumer pr ices
Domestic credi t
Broad money

fnterest ra tes
Maximum lending rates
Nominal
Rea 1

Government budget
Revenues and g rants
TotaI expenditure
Terms of t rade

Currency Adjustment
Nomí na I
Real Effective Rate

Budget defici t
Donestic Bânk Fi nanc i ng
Foreign f i nanci ng
Current Account Bâlance

OveraIl Bal-ance of Payment
Payments arrears

LME Copper pr i ces

Perfornance Criteria: l-98 3-8 4 Facility
1983

cr iteria ou t-tu r n

(AnnuaI rates of change )
I.8

25 -23 r9.7
10.7 8.4
I2,5 1r. t

13.0
12 to -I7

26 .8
-r0.0

2.7

-:1''

(percent of
5.6
3.7
0.5

-7 .4

(mí 1I ions
-r00

720
(US cent s

76.0

I3.0
-6 .6

19,5
-L6.4

3.5

-38.5
-18. 4

GDP )
6.3
2.7
1.8

-8,3
of SDRS )

-89.6
720

per pound )
t¿.¿

source: Bank of Zambia various issues, Roger Young L987
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The Iast and most e¡e11 known agreement between the
government and the IMF was the t9B4-1996 standby facility
v¡hich eventually 1ed to the Zanbia-IMF divorce. Under this
arrangement the Il'tF was more aggressive in impl-ementing

stabilization policies. This agreement focused on reducing

agg r ega te demand, i ncreas i ng r evenue and reducing
expenditure. The government introduced a 50 percent foreign
exchange retention scheme as an incentive to producers in
both manufacturing and agr i cul ture to improve thei r
exports.

With record 1ow copper prices ab 63 cents U.S and

paynents in arrears of 718 million SDRS, inflation rose to
20 per cent per annum and the budget deficit rose to ff per

cent per annum, while cDp showed no gronth (tab]e 3:5). The

terms of trade cont.inued to deteriorate while the government

ran down its reserves. The shortage of foreign exchange and

its strain on domestic producLion was conpounded by the

strict control of foreign exchange allocation. Experts say

this control- Ied to misallocation of resources and r,ras

detrimental to the economy that was trying to recover. The

facility $¡as inactive in April 1985.



Table 3:5

Real cDP
Consumer pr íces
Domestic credit
Broad money

Interest ra tes
Maximum J-endi ng rates
Nomi naI
Rea l

Government budge t
Revenues and grants
Total expenditure
Terms of t rade

Currency Adjustment
Nomi na I
ReaI Effective Rate

Performance Criteria:1984-86 Facility*

r984
criteria

(AnnuaI

25.O
L1.1
12,o

ouL-turn

rates of change )

2.7
20 .0
11. r
r8.0

r7.0
-8.0

r5.0
12.8

-I1,9

-30.0

r.7.0
-3.0

8.6
r7 .5

-r2 ,9

-31,3
-t4 .4

(percent of cDp )Budget deficit A.S t0.7
Domestic Bank Financing 3.3 4.0Foreign financing I.g I.3Current Accounh Balance I0.0 g,2

(miIlions of SDRS )OveraLl Balance of payment -93 -66.3
Payments arrears 620 7tg

LME copper prices 
(us cents per pound) 

62.5

*Facility becane inactÍve in epril I9g5 and was cancelled inFebruary I986.
source: Bank of zambia various issues, Roger young l-997.
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By october 1985 the IMF suggested a decontrol of the

foreign exchange a1l-ocation by letting market f orces

determine the allocation. This l-ed to the introduction of
the weekly foreign exchange auction in october 1995.

However the Facility was cancelLed in 1986 whife the auction
was discontinued in 1987. With this background it is to a

consideration of the $¡orkings of the foreign exchange

auction that we now turn.



CEAPTM, FOI'R

THF: ZÀ¡{BIAN FORETGN EXCEANGE AUCTION

AT]CTION TEEORY

There are basical_ly four types of auctions. The Dutch,

First price sealed, Second price sealed and English
auctions. The First price auction is a sealed bid auction
in which the highest bidder claims the object and pays the

amount egual to the bid. The Second price auction is a

sealed bid auction in which the highest. bidder claims the

object but onLy pays the amount equal to the value of the

second highest bid.

The dutch and the First price auction are strategically
equivalent. In both auctions the bidder has to select the

highest price which he is willing to pay for the goods. In
the Dutch auction the auctioneer begins by naming the
highest price, then gradually reduces it until some bidder
stops the auction. The bidder, is therefore, faced r,¡ith a

decision to choose a price that is opbimat to himself at
which he wilt be willing to stop the auction and claim the
goods if nobody has al-ready claimed them. The highest bid
\rins and the bidder pays the price equal to the bid. The

same technique is used to determine the winner and the price
in the Fírst price auction. Consequently, the equilibria of
the t\,ro auctions is expected to be the same.

The Second price sealed auction and the English auction
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are also equivalent. In both auctions, at equilibrium, the
winner will be the bidder who vatues the object most highfy.
The price he pays will be equat to the value of the second

highest bid. In the English auction, the auctioneer starts
v¡ith the lowest price and then gradually increases, until
somebody cfaims the object, The bidder's strategy is to
specify his possible valuat j-ons, whether or not he should be

active in the bidding according to the previous activities
in the auction that he has observed. However, if the bidder
knows the vafue of the object to himseLf, he has a straight
forward dominant strategy, which is to bid actively until
the price equaLs his evaluation. Regardless of the other
bidders sLrategies, hÍs evaluation would be optimal.

Sinilarly, in the Second bid auction, the bidder,s
dominant strategy is to submit a sealed bid that is equal to
his evâluation. Thus, the English and the Second price
auctions have a unique dominanb strategy equiJ-ibrÍum, which

is pareto optimal; that is the winner is the one that values

the object the most.

The Dutch and the First price auction have a dumping

effect known as the 'winners' curse', This is usually
possible when there is more than one object to be sold and

more than one winner. Bidders who bid very high find
themsel-ves paying more for the sâme object than the others.
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As the auction progresses the bidders r,jith a winners' curse

start bidding lon to reduce their cost.

Much of the existing theory analyses the independent

private values model. The private vaLue model assumes that.

Lhe bidder knows the val"ue of the object to himself and does

not know the val-ue that other bidders place on the object.
Furthermore the values are assurned to be independentl-y

distributed. Therefore, the bidders are assumed to behave

competitively, while the auctions are treated as non

cooperative games among the bidders (Mil-gro¡n and Weber , !gg2

l'li1grom, 1989 SamueLson, I98I ) .

FORETGN EXCEANGE AUCTION IN ZAT,BIA

In recent economic debates, it has been widely agreed

that the exchange rate is one of the most important
variabLes in third wo¡Ld economies today. Most Third WorId

countries econonies' are very dependent on imports. As

such, theír econo¡nies are largely influenced by the price
and distribution of foreign exchange anong different
projects r¿ithin the country. Experts have argued that
exchange rates pursued by some Third world countries have

proved to be self defeating. During the 1ate 1970,s and

early I980's most deveJ-oping countries maintained over
valued exchange rates, These policies v¡ere detrimental to
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devel-opment in the sense that over valued exchange rates
underrnine exports while encouraging imporLs ( Sebâstian, E.

and Liquat, A. 1986). The Wortd Bank (1980) has argued that
over valued exchange rates are responsible Êor the dramatic
deterioration in the agricultural sectors in most african
countries. Apart Êrom undermining exports, over val-ued

exchange rates harm agriculture and fead to destabilising
capital out f 1or,¡.

Zambia is one of the African countries that for a long

time maintained an over valued exchange rate. This was

det r imental to loca I industry,s development and
competitiveness, Overvalued exchange rates al-so proved self
defeating especially when the government $¡as advocating
diversification and import substitut.ion whilst this policy
made imports artificially cheap and exports artificially
expensive or less rewarding (Worl-d Bank, f9g6), As wefl,
capital was imported, and the overvalued exchange rate made

capital relativel-y cheaper than labour, thus contributing to
the distortion in the factor market at the time when the
government was trying to create employment by advocating
labour intensive production.

In order to diversify the economy away from copper and

promote non traditional exports, the government was urged to
deval-ue the currency to the Level that would make dornestic
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products and exports more competitive and at the same time
create employrnent for the excess labour, by encouraging more

Labour intensive techniques. Zambia was ]ooking for foreign
exchange arrangements that woul-d be beneficiaf to trade and

domestic production, The exchange rate needed $ras one that
would help rectify the overvalued rate, stabi 1i ze the
movements in the foreign exchange rate and minimise the
impact on the balance of trade.

The IMF suggested that the exchange rate should reflect
the market valuation by allowing the foreign exchange rate
to be responsive to supply and demand and allocated to
individuals that value it most. This, the IMF argued, woufd

all-ow the local entrepreneurs to adapt ot changing external
factors and ensure that they obtain necessary imports.
Inefficient firms would be forced to cl-ose down. To achieve

this, the government was going to introduce massive but
gradual devaluations (Burrelt and philtips, Iggg),

Devaluation has never been a popular policy in Zambia.

Being a smaIl country deval-uation is expected to increase
exports through increasing returns to exporters and by

discouraging imports. However, Zambia is highly dependent

on imports such that devaluation has an inmediate inpact on

bhe domestic price ]eve1. As the cost of inported material-s

rise, this quickly finds reftection in the prices of
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consumer goods. The increase ín the cost of living
resulting from high cost of consumer goods is one of the

major sources of political conflict, as a result the
government is very reluctant t.o implement such poì.icies.

On the other hand, the IMF did not want government.

intervention in the foreign exchange allocation. The IMF

preferred a foreign exchange rate determined by market

forces, hence the foreign exchange auction. proponents of
the auction are of a vie$¡ that the auction is neutral in the
sense that the government would not have to set the rate or
determine the exchange allocation. The exchange rate wouLd

instead respond to market forces and political disputes
about the appropriate level- woutd be avoided.

In October 1986 the Bank of Zambia announced through the

media the new arrangements that were to govern the foreign
exchange auct.ion. The objectives of the foreign exchange

auction were to,

l-.) ensure the exchange rate is futly responsive to changes

in the demand for and supply of foreign exchange,

2.) províde the foreign exchange without deJ.ays,

3.) attract into the banking system foreign exchange ir,hich

is held outside the banking system,

4.) reduce reliance on âdninistrative allocation of foreign
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exchangei and

5.) promote increased production and a wide range of exports
(Times of Zambia, 1985).

The decontrol of foreign exchange brought new rules that
were not possible before the auction. The new foreign
exchange a r rangements i ncluded the foreign exchange

retention privileges to be en j oyed by the zambia
Consolidated Copper Mines (ZCCM) and other exporters of non

traditional products. The foreign exchange earned from

exporhs would be given to the authorised dealers at the

e¡eekIy rate determined at the âuction. This was an

incentive for producers of export comrnodities.

The amount of Êoreign exchange to be auctioned was made

available weekly. The sources of these funds v¡ere to be

export earnings and disbursements of cash loans and grants.
Some of the cash loans and grants that were auctioned were

tied and restricted to specific importers as determíned by

t.he requirements of the source of funds. The exchange rate
was to vary from auction to auction in response to supply
and demand during the auction.

Sorne predetermined amount of foreign exchange was to be

allocated outside the auction system, This involved funds

for government imports and other payments, ZCCM export
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earnings retention quota, nontraditional export earnings

retention quota, crude oil imports and retated port charges

and Zambia Airways IATA payments. AfI weekly t¡ansactions
were to be valued at the going rate Éor the week determined

by the auction. The US dollar was to be the intervention
currency for the Zambian kvJacha.

Importers would stilI have to meet the requirements of
the custons and excise. Outstanding tetters of credit ín
commercial bank accounts were to be considered as Loans.

Before the auction it was very difficuLt to remit money into
the country without being question by the âuthorities, the
new rule was that remittances wouLd be made with no

questions âsked. This was meant to attract money heJ-d

outside the banking system and outside the country.

Travel allowance v¡as to be approved and paid out. of
com¡nercial banks' working bafances rçithout prior exchange

control approval by the Bank of Zambia. Applications for
business travel would be submitted to commerciat banks for
prior Bank of Zambia exchange control approval, and these

would be paid out of comrnercial banks' working balances.

The cabinet office r,¡as no Ionger required to approve

business travel unless it was government trave.I . Airline
tickets that only invol-ved travel_ on Zambia airways routes
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would be paid in dornestic currency. If however, travel
involved a foreign airJ-ine, prior exchange control- approvaL

would be required by the Bank of Zambia. Remittances of
profits and dividends ç¡ouId be made through Lhe bidding
subject to the timits established by the central Bank (Bank

of Zambia).

A foreign exchange management. committee (FEMAC) was

formed and chaired by the general manager for the Bank of
Zambia. This cornmittee would administer the new foreign
exchange arrangement. Their duties would include conducting

the weekly auction out of approved foreign exchange budget

and making direct aLlocâtions to f ir¡ns and government

exempted from the auct ion.

The role of the authorities in the auction vras a more

cenhral one ín the sense bhat they received the receipts
that were surrendered to them from specified exports and

services, which were later auctioned on a weekty basis. The

central bank decided on how nuch foreign exchange to be

âuctioned each week. The spread between buying and sel-Iing
by commercial banks eras closel-y monitored by the central
bank in order to prevent colLusion pracLices.
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GI]IDELTNES FOR OPMÀTION

Foreign exchange available for the auction was meant for
users who had no access to direct allocation. Bidders were

requíred to submit their bids to their respective commercial

banks, stating in US dollars how much foreign exchange they

wanted and the rate they were r,¡illing to pay in domestic

currency for one US dolLar. Bids were then submiLted

together with the required documentation such as bidders'
identity, import Iicence, pro-forna invoices, exchange

control approval by the Bank of Zambia and a cheque in fuII
value of their application in domestic currency. The

corn¡nercial banks kept the cheques in their suspense accounts

until the bidding was done for that r¿eek. The commercial

banks submitted the bids to the central bank with aLI the
proper docunentation. AlL the bids were Iater covered by

one commercial bank cheque on behalf oÊ its customers to the

central- bank. FEttAC sorLed the bids and ranked then from

highest to lowest. The narginaJ. rate was determined by the
lowest rate that fuIly exhausted the foreign exchange

available for the week. This rate became the ruling rate
for alL the transactions until the next auction. gids below

the marginal did not qual-ify. Alt the successful bidders
were required to pay the marginal rate.



AT]CTTON EXPERIENCE

The first Zambian auction was held on October llth 1995, the

kwacha devalued from the pre auctj_on rate of 2.20 kwacha per

US dollar to 5.01 K/US$, about 128 per cent depreciation.
The first 42 auctions were narginal- auctions and during this
period, the kwacha fluctuated from 5.0I to 9.01, l-56 per

cent depreciation in less than a year. The auction funds

were most of the period fixed at 5 mill-ion USg and Lâter

changed to 9 million.

By June 1986, hhe firms that were orj.ginally eligible for
direct allocation r4ere allowed to bid. During the same

period, FEì4AC decided to publish names of alI bidders and

their bids in the national media. This was meant to expose

bidders who were bidding too high thus driving the rate up.

By July 1986, further documentation was needed when

bidding, bidders were now required to provide tax cLearance

certificates and evidence that the foreign exchange provided

to them earlier had been used as intended. Biddêrs were

asked to provide customs clearance for imported goods as

evidence for their expenses. Most bidders were informed at
short notice and therefore could not provide the required
documentation and were therefore disqualified. The exchange

rate dropped to 5.03K/US$ as a resuLt of abrupt changes in
rules that reduced successful bidders.
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In August 1986, the Dubch auction was introduced. This

was meant to control the effect of specul-ation on the
exchange rate by making the successful bidders pay the price
they asked Êor, hoping that the winnersr curse would take

effect. Reckless bidders would find themselves with over

priced goods, after paying ¡nore for foreign exchânge than

other bidders. As a result bidders would become more

cautious and submit bids that are genuinely equal to their
evaLuation. This woutd evenbually lead to lower marginal
prices.

During the Dutch auction, the kwacha's fowest value was

5.0I per USg, however, this tow rate was due to an increase

in available funds from 9.5 million USg to 22 million USg,

almost every bidder was successfuL. Out of 760 bids
submitted, 634 were successful and the rate felt to K/US$

5.0 from K/USg 6.0. Unfortunately, the 22 mil_Iion $ras more

than what the government had in hand, hence the pipeline
begân to build up, some successfuL bidders had Lo wait L0

weeks before they could get the foreign exchange allocated
to them. The faII in the price was therefore short lived.
There was speculation that the auction was going to be

abandoned, the business communi ty panicked, and

understandably the bid price began to rise. In January l9g7

the rate had reached t4 K/USg, and the president
discontinued the auction temporarily (EÈ2, lggg).
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Nine weeks later the auction was reintroduced with some

changes. A two tier auction nas introduced. Foreign
exchange was to be allocated through two windows. The

of f i cial window was restricted to debt servi ce and
government imports for health and education. AII the other
bidders had to obtain foreign exchange through the second

window, that was the auction window. Except for crude oi1
import, bids were not allowed to take up more than 5 per

cent of the available funds.

In February 1987 the Bank of Zambia governor announced

ner{ arrangements for the auction. The changes were that
every first week of the nonth $ras reserved for bidders from
agriculture and small- scale industries. However, the
bidders from these two sectors were not excepted from taking
part in other auctions. Considering the pipeline, a bidder
had the right to withdraw the bid while \râiting for
disbursement. The floor rate of 9.00 K/US$ e¡as established
and bidding bel-or¿ the rate eJas not aIlowed, horrever, no

upper limit was set. The auction was flexible and subject
to modifications. Successful bidders were sti11 deterrnined
by the marginal rate (Nkhoma , E, X, 19gg).

On top of the previous requirements for documentation,
bidders had to provide evidence of payment of cusboms duty
for the goods that had arrived supported by the biLls of
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entry. If however, the goods had not arrived the bidder was

required to show bills of landing. The auction was proving
to have too many rules such thât some bidders preferred to
use the blãck market. By may l9B7 the rate was 2L.02 K/USç

and the president cancelled the auction.

Perhaps the nost negative impact attributed to the
auction systen on the Zambian econony and the people was the
infLation. Since the introduction of the auction in I985
the cost of Ìiving increased, the price of most essential-
commodities rose to nake up for the cost of obtaining
foreign exchange. Irunediately after the I2g per cent
depreciaLion in the kwacha, prices began to increase. FueI
prices doubled, while bus and taxi fares went up by 70

percent (EAZ I987). The annual rate of infl-ation increased
from 35 per cenb in September I9g5 to 46 per cent in
October 1985. By July 19Z6 the rate of inflation was up by

59 per cent(Ncube, Sakata, and NduLo fggg).
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TEE AT]CTION ÀND TEE NO¡TINAIJ EFFECTIVE EXCEANGE RÀTE.

Before the general fLoating of major currencies in I97l-,
most developing countries naintained a fixed peg against a

single intervention currency. However the beginning of
floating major currencies, has left Third World countries
with a choice of maintaining a stable exchange raLe. There

are three major choices, a country can choose ho peg it's
currency to one major currency, peg to a basket of
currencies or SDRS or adopt an independent ftoat.

One major disadvant.age of pegging to one major currency
ís that, movements in the exchange rate of the intervention
currency, wíII not, in most cases reffect the conditions in
the foreign exchange market of a developing country. Whi]e
pegging to an import weighted basket takes into account some

of the conditions affecting trade of Iess developed
countries and will- therefore reduce distortions and costs
from movernents in exchange rates among other currencies.
Independent float is another option, but the beneÊits and

cost from this arrangement depends on bhe level- of
development of a particufar country. There has to be a wel-I

developed industrial sector or efficient and open capitaL
markets. This enables the exchange rate, fLexibitity, to
facilitate the problern of external adjustment while not
interfering with domestic objectives.
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The type of exchange rate arrangement that a country
adopts, depends on the purpose, however if the main
objective is to maintain a stable exchange rate, then a

country may adopt a policy that stabilises the effective
exchange rate. The effectj.ve exchange rate, measures the
vaLue of the ,domestic currency in terns of a weighted group

of currencies reLative to a chosen base period. The

weighted currencies are usually those of t.he country's major
trading partners. Movements in the effective exchange rate
index depend on the degree of diversification of a

particular country's trade pattern and the standard at \,rhich

it is pegged.

If trade is done with only one major industrial country,
then movements in the exchange rate of other countries wil-I
have little effect on the effective exchange rate index ín
terrns of stabil-ization. Consequently, stabilising the
nominal exchange rate with respect to major trading
partners' currencies, will also stabilise the effective
exchange rate. If however, trade is v¡ith a number of
industrialised countries, the floating of those currencies
s¡ith respect to one another, wil-I cause exogenous
movements in the developing counLry's effective exchange

rate.
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CEÀPTER 5

I.ÍODEIJ ÀND ÃNALYS I S

The purpose of this chapter is to present and test the
model of the zambian auction which, hopefully, rrill_ assist
in testing hypotheses 1, 2 ând 5 stated in chapter one.

Section 5:1 consists of ordinary least squares regressíon
results and inberpretation, simulatíon, plotted resul-ts and

interpretation. This includes the predicted and actual
price, the low bid, high bid and the price and finaLly the

available funds and the price. The plotted results wil-L

help in testing dívergence, convergence and stability.
Section 5:2 includes measurement of the stability of the
effective exchange rate using the exponential growth modeL.

Section 5:3 has the inflation regression results and

interpretat ion.

Section 5: l-

I¡IODEL:

The nodel to be tested is as fo1ì.ows;

pt = ßo + ßl WAFI + ß2pt-1 + ß3BIt + ß4LBrt

ß5HBIt + ß 6 DUl4l,lY t +et

Where,

pt: is the price of the U.S g in Za¡nbian kwacha determined

weekly during the auction. This is basicalLy the marginal
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rate,

WAF: is the amount of funds available weekly to be
auctioned. The amount ís determined by auction officials.
Pt-l: is the lag of the weekly marginal price.
BI 3 is the number of bids subnitted each \,reek.

LBI:is the value of the lowest bi-d submitted each week.

HBI:is the value of the highest bid.
DUMMY ! is the variable representing the two types of
auctions. The Marginal auction has the value equal to one ,

while the Dutch auction takes the value of zero.
et: is the error or residual-.

The auction results on the demand side refLect the market
demand obtained when the amount of foreÍgn exchange asked
for by alL the bidders is added together. what the moder is
measuring is the movement on the demand curve that indicaLes
hon much demand was satÍsfied during each auctíon. The

determination of the struck price during the weekly auction
represents a point on the demand cLlrve, which could be
lower, higher or the same as the previous rate.

The supply of funds is assuned to be exogenously
determined outside the auction and hence, the supply wilL
not be estinated. Similarly, \¡re assume that rre aÌready have
the market demand curve by adding totat demand of aI1 the
bidders. The de¡nand curve is assumeal to be downward
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sloping, such that the lower the struck price the more

demand is satisfied, The modeL in this text vrilI not
include the estimation of the demand curve in terms of the
variables that affect the demand for foreign exchange.

The weekly available funds (WAF)r play an important role
because once the value of I,¡AF is known a marginal rate is
deter¡nined. This marks the cutting point between successful
bids and unsuccessful bids. Bids that are above the
marginal rate are declared successful, erhíle the bids below

the marginal rate are unsuccessfuL.

The lag price is incLuded in the model because, according
to the auction theories, bidders make use of information
about past auction trends. This helps them to reduce their
chances of being unsuccessful. The model Iags the actual
price by one period.

The number of bids are included in the model because if
fewer bids are submitted, it is assumed that the clearíng
price would Iikely be high since the avaitabte funds would

have to be distributed among fewer bidders. SirniIarIy, if
the number of bids is large, it is tikely that the marginal
rate wouLd be lower.

The low bids were a1l the tine below the marginal and
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therefore, unsuccessful. It has been hypothesised that, if
all or most of the bidders bid lower it would leâd to a

reduction in the marginal rate. SimiLarly, if most or aIf
bidders bid high it would led to an increase in the marginal
rate.

The dununy variable is important in the model because it
helps to determine the difference in the two auctions. The

reasons the authorities gave for switching from the
Marginal to the Dutch auction will be verified by the use of
the dummy var iable.

EXPECTED SIGNS AND COEFFICIENTS

pÈ is the price of the U.S.dolIar in Zambian kwacha, the
struck price determined r,reekly through the auction. The

price was supposed to be responsive to supply and demand and

hence, pt r.ras designed to be an equilibriun price. In this
model, pt is the dependent variable.

The WAF is the available funds for each auction. This
helped to determine the movement along and a point on the
demand curve, The sign of the coefficient is expected to be

negative, indicating that the lower the available funds the
higher the struck price and the less the demand sat.isfied
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Pt-1 is the lag price. In auction theory bidders are

expected to be cautious and calculating, Which means that
they have to study the previous auction resuLts and bidding
procedure to minimise their loss. It has been hypothesised

that the bídders in the Zambian auction may have bâsed their
current bidding on the previous price in order to increase
their chances of their bid being successful_.

Therefore, bidders may tend to submit their bids with
offer prices very cLose to the previous price. The

coefficient of the lag price is expected to be positive and

l-ess than one, indicating that if the previous rate was low

the bidders would âsk for lower rates. Simiì.arly, if the
previous râte was high bidders wouLd tend to ask for higher
rates as long as this would increase their success raLe.
The size of the coefficient wilI deter¡nine the speed of
adjustnent of current bid prices from previous struck prices
that is a coefficient cLose to one indicates a slow rate of
adjustment.

BI is the number of bids submitted weekly during the
auction. the fewer the number of bids submitted the more

1ikely that the struck price will be hígher, since the
marginal price was the value of the bid that cleared the
weekl-y available funds. The coefficient is expected to be

negatively rel-ated to the price.
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LBI is the value of the lowest bid submit.ted. Since the

struck price is the marginal price that clears the amount of
auction funds available, the more lower bids in the auction,
the more IikeJ-y that the marginal price wilt be 1ow,

assuming that lower bids put Less pressure on the demand for
foreign exchange. The lower the marginal price the more

successful bids. In other words more demand is satisfied.
Therefore the coefficient for L,BI is expected to be

positive.

HBI is the value of the highest bid in each auction. The

coefficient is expected to be positively related to the
price, The greater the number of bidders submitting high
bids, the higher the marginal and hence the struck price,
assuming that high bids increase the pressure on the demand.

Therefore, high bids tend to depreciate the value of the
Zambian kwacha and increase the price of the U.S doLlar in
Zambian k¡.¡acha, High bids also tend to reduce the amount of
demand satisfied by the auction by increasing the marginal
price.

The dumrny variable in the model depicts the two types of
auctions that erere tried in Zambia. These are, the Marginal
and the Dutch auction. The first 42 weeks was the ¡.{arginal
auction while the last 32 auctions were Dutch auction. Tt

has been argued that the switch from the Marginal to the
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Dutch auction qras meant to stop reckless bidders that bid

too high and depreciated the kwacha. The Dutch auction was

meant to bring down the price of the U.S do]Iar. The

ss¡itch was meant to make use of the winner's curse to
reduce the rapid depreciation of the Zambian kwacha. The

expected sign for the coefficient is positive, that is we

are expecLing a higher intercept for the Marginal auction.

Since the Marginal auction has a value of one in Lhe dummy,

and it has been hypoLhesised that the Marginal auction led

to more depreciation of the kvracha than the Dutch auction,

the sign ç¡ould have to be positive to verify this argument.

However, had the Dutch auction taken the dummy value of one,

the sign woufd have been expected to be negâtive to indícate
a lower intercept.
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INTERPRETATION OF TEE REGR-ESSION RESTJLTS.

TabIe 5:1 show the results of the first regression. We

have a very high F value which seens to indicate that the
overall nodel is significanh. The theoretical F value at 5

percent level of significance and 6:66 degrees of freedom is
Less than the calcuLated vafue. The theoretical value is
2.79 while the calculated value is I4I.259. From this we

may conclude that the explanatory variables truly explain
the varíation in the price.

The R - Square and the Adjusted R - Square are also quite
high. Since the R- square gives the percentage of total
variation in the dependent variables that can be explained
by the independent variables we may conclude that the
explanatory variables are responsible for 94 percent of the
total variation of the marginal rate. This may mean that
the regression Iine is a good fit. Only 6 percent of the
variation is attributed to the disturbance terrn. Although
the model has a high F value and a high R- square most of
the coefficients are not individuatly significant when e¡e

apply the t - test at 5 per cent level of significance and

some coeÊficients have the wrong signs.

The coefficient for the WAF variable has a correct sign
and it is statistically significant at 5 per cent level- of
significance. This could mean that the WAF indeed was
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negatíveIy related to the marginaL price. The reduction in
the amount of available funds led to the increase in the

marginal and hence the struck price. The results are

consistent with the critics of the auction that the auction
was under funded. Since the available funds and the
marginal price have a negative relationship, an increase in
the auction funds coutd have resulted in lower struck
prices.

The 1ag price has the right sign. The coefficient is
l-arge at 0.8 and it is statisticâtly significant. The

outcome may help us conclude that while hhe lag price is
important in auctions, it was not fully utilised in the

Zambian auctions, indicating that the bidders might have

been inexperienced. This indicates that the bidders made

use of the previous auction outcomes when subnitting their
bids, but they were very slow in making use of the previous
pr ices .

The coefficients for number of bids, low bids and high
bids are related to the struck price in the direction
hypothesised but they are not statisticalty signíficant.
The dunmy varj-able has a wrong sign and is not statistical_Iy
significant. Therefore, they may not be retiable
variables for the model and could not have inf l"uenced the
outcome of the auction.
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With only tv¡o variables statistically significant, the

model cannot help us draw firm reliable conclusions,
although the F value and the R-square val-ue indicate that
the regression is a good fit.
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Table 5: I
Dependent VariabLe : price

Variable parameter

Est imate

Intercept 1.08075084

wAF - 0.09410984

LGPR 0.833047 29

Br - 0,001087047

LBr 0.07100401

HBr 0.06123186

DU¡4MY -0 .47527545

r VALUE t4L.759

R-SOUARE 0.9439

ADJUSTED R_SQUARE 0.9372

* significant at 5 per cent l_evel

Standard

error

0,9r].r8515

0.03688551

0,12980162

0.00r831649

0 .I2L28382

0.09455491

0 .327 62983

of significance

T-Rat io

1.186

-2 .55L*

6.418*

- 0.593

0.585

0.648

- I.451
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However, a high R-square and F value with few significant
t ratios coul-d mean that we have a multicoLlinearlity
problem. Therefore, the second regression was run v¡ithout
the variables that were noL significant, that. is the number

of bids, the low bids and the high bids.

The second regression results are depicted in TabLe 5:2.
This regression has only three independent variables, WAF,

pt-L, and the duruny. The expected signs and sizes are the

same as in the first regression. According to the results,
WAF and Pt-l are rel-ated to the struck price in the expected

direction. Al-though the dummy variable coefficient has a

wrong sign, it is statistícally significant. We may have to
conclude that there was in fact a significant difference
bethreen the tr.ro types of auctions. However, the findings do

not confirm the argument that the Marginal auction ted to
higher struck prices. The negative sign índicates that the

marginal príce did have a lower price of the U.S doflar
relative to the Dutch aucCion. We may therefore conclude

that there e¡as a difference in price between the two types

of auctions, and the Marginal aucLion resulted in lower
struck prices than the Dutch auction. Hence the argument

made by IMF and Bank of Zambia officials that the Marginal-

auction made it possible for speculators to depreciate the
currency more cou1d, perhaps, be refuted.
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Hoe¡ever this finding might simply refl-ect the argument

that during the Dutch auction the government got a lot of
funds from the auction and al-so that bidders were
speculating that the auction might be abandoned as the
pipeline developed and the auction rules and reguLatÍons
changed rnore frequently. This could have put pressure on

demand and fed to reckless bidding that was being avoided in
the earlier Marginal auction period.

Al-1 the coefficients are statistically significant at 5

per cent leve1 of significanL. Therefore, this regression
might be more retiable than t.he first one. The intercept. is
positive and statisticalJ.y significant. The WAF has the
right sign and is signíficant at 5 per cent level of
significance. Ide may conclude that the suppl-y of auction
funds was not responsive to either demand or price. It was

expected to increase along v¡ith increased demand and struck
prices but this did not happen. This may be because by the
end of the Marginal auction the pipeline had developed,
there were more successful bids than there were funds, in
oLher $¡ords the auction \,ras under f unded.

The coefficient for the 1ag price has the right sign and

it is statistically significant. We may conclude that vrhile
the participants in the auction may have been guided by the
previous price the adjusLnent period was very slor,J as can be
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seen from the size of the coefficient it was afmost 9 times
slower, that is, (0,069/I-0.9), where numerator is the short
term impact on the price.

The coefficient for the dummy variabfe has a wrong sign
but that may help us concLude that the l.farginal auction did
not have a higher intercept than the Dutch auction. The

coefficient has a negative sign and since the Àiarginal
auction takes the valuê of oner the findings indicate thât
the Àtarginal auction had a lower intercept and hence Lor,rer

struck prices,

Reducing the number of independent variabLes has not
changed the R square but we have an increase in the F varue
from L42 to 328 in tables 5:l and 5!2 respectivety and the
difference of I86 is significant. We may concLude that
reducing the variables led to an improvenent ín the overall
regression. We also ended up with significant variabl-es
hhât were not significant before.



Table 5:2

Dependent va r iable: pr i ce

Variables Parameter Standard T Ratio

Estimate error
Intercept I.559L7242 0.49924357 3.123*

l{AF - 0.06868504 0.3290022 - 2.088*

LGPR 0,92399300 0.04116ss9 22.446r,

DUMMY - 0.65021005 0.22413588 _2.90L*

F VALUE 327.758

R-SQUARE 0.9398

ADJUSTED R-SQUARE 0.9369

DURBIN WATSON T.94

* signiÊicant at 5 per cent 1evel of significance.
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INTERPR-ETATION OF STIflI"ATION AND PLOTTED VAIJT'ES

The predicted and the actual prices are shown in table 5:3,
whil-e the plot is shown in figure 5:1. The graph and the
hable portrays a model that reproduces the time path for the

actuaL price quite closel_y. AII the turning points have

been reproduced. thís is a very stable simulation between

the predicted ând the actual price.

The out of sample projection was done on the l-ast five
observations and the findings show a very close prediction
supporting the previous simulation. The same simulation was

done, leaving oub the last 5 observations. The five
observations were then substituted in the equation, making

use of the coeÊficients. The prediction was similar to the

simulation findings. Thi-s is usefuL for forecasting
purposes, we can estimate the effect of changing one of the

variables or aI1 the variabl-es. For instance, holding aII
the variables constant, increasing the WAF from U.S$5.6

million to U.Sg10 mitlion led to a reduction in the
rnarginal rate of almost 50 per cent, from 13.3 to 6.6.

Figure 5:2 represents the deviation of the low bid and

the high bid from the actual príce. According to hhe graph,

during most of the Marginal auction period, the gap between

the price and the lov, and high bids eras r,¡ider but
decreasing.
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Tab1e 5:3

predicted

Actual and predicted price:
ActuaI

5.0r
6.r0
7.00
6.44
6.3
6.0
5.8
s.8
5.7
5.8

5.8
5,7
5.8

5.9
6.0
6.4
6.4
6.5
6,7
6.8
7.0
6.9
6.8
6.9
6.9
6.9
7,0
7,I
7.0
7.0
7.r
7.0
7.2
'1 2

7,3
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.7
8.1
5.0
6.1

Week

I
2
3

4
5
6
7
I
9

10
I1
L2

I4
15
16
T7
18
19
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
31
38
39
40
4t
42

à.2
6,2
6.9
6.4
6,4
6,2
6.0
5.9
5.9

5.9
6.0
5.9

6.0
6.r
6,2
6.4
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.8
7.0
6.9
6.5
7.0
6.7
7.0
6.8
7.0
6.9
7.2
6.9
7,2
7,L
7.4
7.1
7.L
7.3
7.3
7.8
8.L
5.0
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43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
7I

IJ
74

66
67
68

5.1
5.5
6.6
6,6
6.7
7.0

6.6
7.0
7,7
8.3
9.0
9.8

10.8
11.9
12 ,6
13.6
r4.7
].5.3
12.4
12 ,2
L2 ,7
t2.9
13 ,2
13.7
L4.2

(Dutch Auction)

5.0
5,4
5.8
6.3
6,9
7,0
5.6
6.4
7,7
7.6
8.3
9.4

r0.3
It.5
12 .3
r3,5
r4.7
I5.3
12.T
1]-.9
12 ,5
12.7
I3.0
13.5
14. ]
r4,9
15.0
r7.0
r8.8
20.0
2r.0
r5,0

OI'T OF SA¡TPLE PROJECTION

13.5
14.1
r4.9

r3.3
r3.0
14.3
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The gap for the high bid reflects so¡ne reckless bidding

that took place during the early period of the Irtarginal

auction. The low bid Iine is generally increasing as

unsuccessful bidders revise their expectations by trying to
bid high enough to be successful.

After the 25 th auction the public started demanding that
the bidders and their bids be exposed in the national rnedia.

At this point there is a reduction in the high bids aLmost

as though we are getting a convergence. The Marginal
auction lasted for 42 auctions. During this period, the
price is relatively stable.

The firsb 10 auctions for the Dutch auction, shows an

increased gap in the high bid, which nas not long lasting.
Bidders in the Dutch auction were required to pay the amount

that they bid for. Some bidders found thenselves !rj.th the
winnerrs curse, as they ended up paying more that the other
successful bidders for the same foreign exchange. After the
50th auction the gap between the high bids and the price
falls. The high bid reproduces the price quite well.

The most striking trend is the instability of the price
after the Marginal auction. The price increases rapidly
reflect ing the reducLion of the available funds, the
specul-ation pressures and uncertainty that 1ed to reckless
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bidding,

The under funding of the auction is reflected in figure
5:3 For most of the period the avaÍIable funds were Less

than demand. The reeekl-y available funds did not respond to
changes in price. The two times that the funds were

increased created a pipeline in the auction. l,los t of the
Dutch auction period was characterised by very low funding
and during this period the increase in price is tremendous.

The graph also depicts the negative retationship between

price and avâitable funds,
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Section 5:2

TEE ST4BILTTY OF TtrF: EFFECTTVE EXCEÀNGE RATE.

In order to analyze the stability of the effective exchange
rate during the auction, an exponential growth equation $ras

used. The data included the pre auction period to a11ow us
to compare the differenL foreign exchange arrangements that
zambia has tried, that is pegging to a basket of currencies,
pegging to the SDR and auctioning the foreign exchange.

There are two variables in the equation and these are,
the nominal effective exchange rate and time with the
intercept term suppressed. The nominal effecbive exchange
rate was calcuLated as an index of a weighted basket of
currencies of Zambia,s major trading partners. Tine takes
the period from I97Z to 1998, this period allor¿s for the
three different types of foreign exchange arrangements that
is, the peg to the basket of currencies, the peg to the SDR

and the auct ion.

The equation isr NEER = ert
The Log of this equation would be;

LNEER = rt
wherei

NEER is the nominal effective exchange rate
r is the rate of gro\rth, the coefficient of time and
t is Lirne f.Êom 1977 to I9Bg.
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We are expecting the period when the kwacha $ras pegged to
the SDR to be tess unstabfe than the other exchange rate
arrangements, follor,¡ed by the peg to a basket of currencies.
This is consistent e¡ith the empirical Êindings in Wifliamson
1982, that countries that pegged to Lhe SDR had a Less

unstabLe effective exchange rate than countries that pegged

to â basket of currencies or to a single major currency.
However, the auction period is expected to be less unstabLe

than any of the pegs ¡nentioned above gíven the auction
objectives. The Dutch auction is expected to 1ed to a Less

unstable effective exchange rate than the Marginal auction.
This expectation is due to the fact that the introduction of
the auction system was meant to correct the inefficiencies
in foreign exchange management that r,¡ouLd lead to a rate
that reflects the real val-ue of the kwacha. On the other
hand, the sr¿itch fron the !,targinal to the Dutch auction \,¿a s

meant to reduce volatility and stabilise the exchange rate
(the marginal price) and consequently, a stable exchânge

rate would Lead to a stable effective exchange rate.

The results of this equation are shown in table 5:4
indicating that the auction period led to a rnore stable
nominal effective exchange rate than in the pre auction
period. The pre auction period had a mean square error of
0,6 while the auction period had a lower mean square error
of 0.07. The SDR peg was more stable than the basket of



cur rencies peg but was

auction period. The SDR

which still falLs short of
0.07.
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still unstable relative to the
had the mean square error of 0.4

the auction mean square error of

the outcone of the eguâtion nay be due to the fact that
the government was not cerbain of what exchange rate
arrangement Lo adopt, and reduced the confidence of the
business community and foreign investors in the government.

At the same time, during the early I9g0's the governnent,s

reputation r,ríth hhe fMF was not good and the payments

arrears were increasing. This could have contributed to the
instability.

The fÍndings also indicate that, the Marginal auction
had a more stable effective exchange rate than the Dutch

auction. The mean square error for the Marginal and Dutch

auctions were 0,02 and 0.05 respectivety. While this
outcome is quite cont ra ry to the expectations, it
substantiates earlier regression findings. that the Marginal
auction had, in fact, lower struck prices than the Dutch

auction. At the same time the Dutch auction coincided r.rith
the uncertainty and speculation that the auction was going

to be abandoned. This might have destabilised the effective
exchange rate.



Table 5:4

ROOT MEAN SoUARE ERRORS FqR THE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH RATE

EOUAT ION

Per iod

Preauction

Auction

Basket peg

SDR peg

Marginal auction

Dutch auct i on

RMSE

0.7

0. 07

0.6

0.4

0 .02

0.05
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Section 5:3

TEE EXCEANGE RÀTE ÀND TEE TNFLÀTION RATE,

In order to determine the causal effects on infLation, we

have an equation that includes thê excess demand for money,

measured as the differenee between noney supply growth rates
and t.he real cDp growth rates. This is consistenb with
rnonetarist economic theory that the growth in money supply
should be in line with the growth in real GDp. The excess

demand for money is expected to have a positive rel-ationship
with inf l-ation. The higher the excess demand for money the
higher the rabe of inflation.

The import price index is incÌuded as a gror^¡th rate in
the equation because in an open irnport dependent country
increases in the price of inports are expected to exert an

independent influence on consumer prices. The import price
index is expressed, therefore, in foreign currency terms.
The inport price index is expecLed to be positively related
to inflation.

We also have the growth rates of the nominal effective
exchange rate (NEER). The index used in calcuLating this
expresses a fall in the nominal exchange rate as a

depreciation, bherefore, a positive relationship will have a

negative sign, and we are indeed expecting the coefficient
to have a negative sign. This ç¡iIl- neasure the effect of
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devafuation on i nf Ia t ion.

Finall-y, an increase in per capiLa food production can
led to a reduction in inflation and vice versa. Since food
carries a weight of over 50 per cent in the consumer price
index, an increase in per câpita food production is
expected to ease the pressure on food prices and directly
moderate the consumer price index. per capita food
production is, therefore, expected to be negatively reLated
to inflation. per capita food production is also incl-uded
as a growth rate.

Al-1 the variables in the equation are lagged by two
rnonths. This hras done in order to capture the 1agged irnpact
of the change in the variabres on the râte of inflation.
The data is divided into four groups, the pre auction
period, which wirl her-p us explain the infration trend
before the auction, the auction period which is Iater
divided into two, the Marginal auction and the Dutch
auction. Given the rapid depreciation of the kv¡acha during
the auction, we are expecting the coefficient for the neer
to be negative and significant to support hypothesis number
five, that the âuctíon 1ed to an increase in the rate of
inflation resulting f ro¡n the massive devaluations,
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The equation is as follows;

Pt =ß1 + ß2Edt + ß3Pmt + ß4NEERI + ß5F/pt + et
where;

Pt is the inflation rate, that is the consumer price index,
Edt is the excess demand for money,

PMt is the import price index in U.Sg,

NEERT is lhe nominal effecbive exchange rate and

F/Pt is the per capita food production.

et is the res idual .

The auction period was only for 1g months and detailed
data r¡7as not availabl-e for this short duration. Therefore,
it $râs not possible to split the data into two types of
auctions. Instead, the data is broken up into the pre

âuction and the auction periods. We could not get data for
F/P f.ot the auction period, hence the auction has only three
variables, the excess demand for money, NEER and the import
price index.



INTERPRETAT ION OF TEE RXST]LTS

The pre auction results are shown in tabLe 5:5. We have

a high R - square indicating that the variation in the rate
of inf l-ation is 83 per cent due !o the explanatory
variables, whích is a good fit. The F Value is also quite
high and significant.

The excess demand for money, the nominal effective
exchange rate and the import price index have the expected

signs and they are statisticalLy significant at 5 per cent
level of significance. The per capita food production has a
sign different from the one hypothesised and it is not
statistically significant.

According to the pre auction findings, the rate of
infl-ation was Iargely influenced by the excess de¡nand for
money, the nominal effective exchange rate and the import
price index, whiÌe per capita food production did not have a

significant effect on the rate of infLation. These results
for the per capita food production are not surprising since
the state subsidises basic foodstuffs, We also concLude

that devaluations in the 1980,s have had significant effects
on the rate of inflation even before the auction was

int roduced.
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TabLe 5 3 5

REGR.ESSION RESI]I,TS FOR INFLATION RÀTE
PRE AT'CTION

DEPENDENT VARIABLE : PR]CE

Variable parameter SLandard T Ratio
estimate er ror

Intercept 53.4 42.7 I .25ED 2.45 0.99 2.47*PM L.23 0,46 2.66*NEER - 1.14 0.48 - 2.36*E/P 4.32 5.60 0,77
R - square 0.827
F Value 2L4 .2

* sÍgnifÍcant at 5 per cent level- of significance.
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The auction period results are shown in table 5:5. The

variabl-es are 70 per cent responsible for the variation of
the rate of ínflation. The F Value is 9.834 which is
greater than the theoretical value ab 3.99. All the
coefficients have the correct signs and are significant at 5

per cent 1evel" of significant. We may concJ.ude that,
contrary to the popular perception of the impact of the

auction on inflation, the rate of inflation during the
auctÍon was not only due to the massive devaluations, but
also to excess de¡nand for money and the import price index.
However, the exchange rate played a very important role.
Since Zambia has a high import content, the price of
imports finds fairì.y rapid refJ.ection in the consuner prices
as the business community tries to make up for the increase
in the cost of inports. Similarlyr much of the pressure on

¡noney supply or iginated in the government,s budget.
Servicing external debt and paying for governrnent imports
would have been rnade more expensive in kwacha terms because

of the devâÌuation. Between L9g4 and I9g6 government

expenditure increased by 75 per cent in kwacha terms. This
had a significant inpact on the rate of inflation.

The findings in this chapter helped us to test the
hypotheses stated in chapLer one. One of the hypothesis in
chapter one e¿as that during the auction the exchange rate
stabilised teading to a stable effective exchange rate.
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Table 5:6

REGRESSION REST'LTS FOR INFI,ATION RÀTE

ÀT]CTION PM,IOD

DEPENDENT VARIABLE 3 PRICE

Variable Parameter Standard T Ratio

estinate er ror
Intercept 476.9 19r.7 2. Ag*

ED 4.51 I.24 3.63*

NEER -L.25 0.53 -2.39¿,

PM 2.l3 0.95 2.24*
R - square 0.6966

F Value 9.834

* significant at 5 per cent level of significance.
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According to the findings, we may accept this hypotheses;

the auction period and especially the Marginal auction, did
resulL in a less unstable effective exchange rate relative
to the pre aucLion period. Given the volatility of the
supply of auction funds, and it's effect on the exchange

rabe, we have reason to believe that the government

intervened in the auction, taking a lot of funds out of the
auction and reducing the weekly available funds. Both

auctions were sealed bid auctions, it is very likely and

possibLe in a sealed bid for an auctioneer to manipulate the

outcome. AIso, t.he government exaggerabed the avaitable
supply of funds, causing price first to fall and then,
after the pipeline developed, to rise rapidJ-y. We may

therefore, reject the hypoLhesis that the auction was not
subject to government intervention. The governnent coufd
have stabilised the exchange rate by stabilizÍng WAF,

especially since adjustment is slow.

It was also hypothesised thab the auction Led to an

increase in exports. This is difficult Lo measure because

the auction e¡as only over a period of Ig months, and export
promotion is subject to long period 1ags in production.
There is, however, no recorded significant increase in
exports.

The last hypotheses states that the auction led to an
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increase in the rate of inflation. Based on the findíngs,
we may accept the hypothesis and conclude that although the

increase in the rate of inftation was mainly due to the

devaluation, Ehe excess demand for money and the import
price index al-so had significant effects on the rate of
inflation.

By r,¡ay of conclusion, we would say that, while Èhe

auction seemed to be the best route to take for Zanbia, the
government and the funding agencies were not dedicated

enough to make it work. The major source of instability,
according to our findings, is the avaitability of funds.

The auction was under funded, this l-ed to the escalating
depreciation of the kwacha beyond âcceptable levels.

The under funding of the auction is evident in the
auction results. When the hypohhetical 22 million U.Sg vras

sold, the price of the U.S$ in Zambian kwacha fell
dramatically. This serves to indicate that íf funding was

increased, the Zambian auction could have stabilised and/or
reached convergence.

The government did not control the money supply during
bhe auction, there was too much money growth relative to GDp

growth, this led to inflationary pressures. While exchange

rate depreciation undoubtedly helped fuel the growth of
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government spending, money supply expansion nas also a

critical factor, the governnent used the auction as an

excuse for its policy errors and attributed all the increase

in inf l-ation on the auction. If the government had

maintained a firm control of the money suppJ.y, the rate of
inflation would undoubtedly have been lower,
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CEAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND POIJICY II,IPLICATIONS

While Zambia's problems can be traced from both external

and internal factors, the fall in the price and production

of copper seems to stand out as one of the major sources of
the crisis. Honever, domestic policy errors must take some

of the bÌame. Copper mining had it's boom days and the

government did not have a foresight to provide for the

future in case the copper boon ended. There were many

signals, for instance in the late ]960,s when copper prices
dropped and Iater recovered in the eâr1y 1970,s. The

government could have started diversifying the economy then,

in a way r,¡hich woutd reduce dependence on both copper and

inports when it stiII had the neans to earn foreign
exchange.

The diversifícation that the governmenb embarked on did
not reduce the copper dependence, instead, it resulted in
increased dependence. The industries that çJere being

developed during bhe copper boom were not capable of
generating foreign exchange to the same extent they used

foreign exchange. ln other words, the import content of
these industries was very high making them dependent on

copper earnings and defeating the whole purpose of the

exercise.
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The foreign exchange auction $ras a resul-t of Government

and foreign agencies searching for an appropriate foreign
exchange arrangement that would improve the country's export
earning capacity through a stable exchange rate. It was

afso estabLished by the IMF and Wortd Bank that the Zambian

government had maintained over valued exchange rates that
were detrimental to the economy. Therefore the auction was

designed to correct the over valued exchange rates by

letting the exchange rate be responsive to the forces of
supply and demand.

The decontrol of the foreign exchange market relaxed the

control on the movement of capital. Under the auction
anybody with kvracha could obtain foreign exchange with no

questions asked. SimilarIy, those with money outside the

banks were encouraged to have their money deposited in hhe

banks with no questions asked. However, this was not enough

to stimulate the inflon of capital, as capital flows are not

only governed by decontrot of exchange rates and interest
differentials, but also by politicâL stability and a history
of consistent governnent poticies that Ímprove confidence in
government. Investor sense of security requires rnore than
just the decontroL of foreign exchange.

Despite the auction's espoused objectives, aIl but one

were not accomplished, The auction on it's own could not
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achieve aIl- the stated objectives without appropriate
compLernentary government policy mix and a strong political
commitment. For instance, during the auction, the
government failed ho control the moDey suppty. The excess

demand for money contributed to inflationary pressures which

was one of the reasons that the auction became politically
unsustainabLe. Therefore, the governmentrs faifure to
implement suppLenentary policies rnay have contributed to the

failure of the auction. A1so, the auction period r,¡as too

short for some of the objectives to be realised; for example

the improvement in non copper exports. The supply response

of non-traditional exports is generally inelastic, often
being governed by forces other than the exchange rate such

as weather, credit avaiLabi t i ty and penetrabi I i ty of
overseas markets. This is not to argue that exchange

depreciation is írrelevant for export diversífication, only
that it needs to be proceeded $¿ith cautiously in line with
other improvements in non-price incentives if export
diversification is to succeed.

The government depended on foreign assistance in the form

of grants and loans in order to sustain the auction. The

availabiliby of these funds depended on the government's

relationship with bhe donors and t.he conditional agreements.

This made it very difficult for the government to make

foreign exchange availabte on time as stated in the
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objectives. By August f986 hhe foreign exchange pipetine

had developed and there was a waiting period of at least ten

weeks before a successful bidder couLd get the foreign
exchange. Zanbia's foreígn exchange cash f }ow is not enough

to fund an auction without external finance, unless there is
an improvement in alternative foreign exchange earnings or a

positive shift in the copper industry, which is J-ess likely.

The auction chronoì.ogy indicates that the governnent was

not very knowledgeable about the auction. This is refl-ected

in the pattern of decision making during the auction. Rules

and reguLations changed almost every week. This led to a

confusion among bidders and increased speculation. It also

shows that the government vras not confident enough to run

the auction. To avoid abrupt changes in the rules and

regulations governing the auction, the government could have

reviewed difÊerent hypes of auctions, set the rules and made

them known to the public weII before implementing the

auction. The pre auction evaluation coutd have also allowed

the government to examine the reliability of the sources of
funding to determine r,rhether or not the auction \^ra s

financially possible. The empirical results in chapter five
indicate that the auction was under funded, and this was one

of the major sources of instabilit.y.

The auction proved politically and financially
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unsustainable. The rate of inflation that was attributed to
the auction wâs unbearable and this led to a lot of pressure

on the government. The shortages of essenbial commodities

r,rere also attributed to the auction and the devaluation.

HistoricalIy, the shortages were there even before the

auction. ft becane convenient to blame aII problems on the

auction while neglecting to impJ-ement proper policies. The

findings in chapter 5 verify that the government neglected

to control the money supply among other policies. Hence

blaming the auction alone for bhe hardships during that
period does not hold; the auction was not supported by

appropriate policies.

Some critics argue that the country had very IittIe
experience in dealing with such an arrangement for foreign
exchange management. The institutions in the country were

not capable of adapting to such an ârrangement. While the

auction had very sound objectives, critics of the auction

system argue that nothing was done to change the structural
bottlenecks of the economy. The zambian economy ís very

dependent on imported raw materiafs and the industries are

very capital intensive such that it would take ¡nore than

just the exchange rate to change the situation.

The government and bhe funding agencies ignored the fact
that Zambia was a smaIl developing counbry without developed
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financial institutions. Without the independent financial
institutions the country was not ready for a floating
exchange rate. During the foreign exchange auction, foreign
exchange transactions were stiIl centratised in the central
and commercial banks. There were no ticensed foreign
exchange dealers or a forward market for kr.Jacha ( Zambian

currency). In this case \,re may conclude that the narket

structure was an imperfect one in which to al-l_o\,¡ supply and

de¡nand to determine price and hence, it coutd be argued that
the foreign exchange auction was not appropriate for
Zambia .

Since Zambia's trade is quite diversified, pegging to SDR

would be the besb feasibte exchange rate arrangemenb, but

with the decline of the copper industry, Zanbia should

seriously start Iooking for alternative ways of generating

foreígn exchange and reducing the import content of
industrial inputs, otherwise there wiII be no foreign
exchange to manage.
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